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Introduction

Long-Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) data are the foundation for new pavement designs for years to come. As such, data collected at LTPP test sites need to be as accurate and complete as possible. For the collection of truck weight data, this requires direct calibration of weigh-in-motion (WIM) scales at LTPP test sites. The purpose of this TechBrief is to highlight the significance of scale-calibration error on LTPP data, to describe the drawbacks of auto-calibration techniques currently used by some States to offset calibration errors, and to provide recommendations for implementing direct WIM scale calibration. This TechBrief is based on preliminary work to develop a calibration/commodity study.

Effects of Scale-Calibration Error

Current design procedures compute equivalent single-axle loads (ESALs) from measured axle weights using a mathematical formula developed from the American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHO) Road Test. The fourth-order relationship in this formula heavily magnifies the effects of poor scale calibration, which can lead to significant errors in determining the load experienced by a pavement and thus computing the expected pavement life.

Figure 1 (on the following page) shows the general effects of scale-calibration error on the computation of ESAL values. Although the effect of scale drift varies somewhat from site to site, the basic trend is that every 1 percent error that a scale is under-calibrated results in slightly more than a 3-percent under-estimation of the true ESAL value. (ESALs computed for heavy axles are affected more by calibration drift than ESALs computed for light axles. So the ESAL error for a site with lots of heavy axles is greater than the error for a site with mostly light axles.) Every 1-percent over-estimation in axle weight represents a 4.5-percent over-estimation of ESAL values. Thus, even an over-calibration of only 10 percent would result in a 45-percent error in estimated damage.
Drawbacks of Auto-Calibration Techniques

Many States attempt to work around the cost of scale calibration by relying on a variety of auto-calibration techniques provided by WIM equipment vendors. Auto-calibration is the practice by which software calculates and applies an adjustment to the scale calibration factor. It is based on a comparison of the average of a number of measurements of some specific variable against its expected value. Some of these techniques adjust scale-calibration factors to known sensitivities in axle sensors for changing environmental conditions, “known” truck conditions, and equipment limitations. Common techniques embedded in WIM software include:

- Using the average weight of specific types of vehicles (often loaded five-axle tractor semi-trailers).

Although these techniques have considerable value, they are only useful after the conditions being monitored at the study site have been confirmed.

For example, average front-axle weights for Class 9 vehicles are fairly constant (if a large enough sample is taken) at most sites. However, these weights often vary from site to site across the country or even within a State. Part of this variation is due to different weight laws and truck characteristics, and part is due to different truck loading conditions at each site.

Another large part of the variation is controlled by vehicle drivers. Most drivers of modern tractors can change the location of the “kingpin” (the point at which the semi-trailer connects to the tractor). Setting the kingpin close to the cab pulls in the trailer, reducing air resistance and improving fuel consumption. However, it also magnifies the roughness of the ride in the cab and decreases driver comfort. Setting the kingpin farther away from the cab smooths the ride in the cab, but results in higher fuel consumption. Consequently, out on the highway, drivers tend to set the kingpin close to the cab on smooth roads where road quality is no problem. However, when road roughness begins to make a ride uncomfortable, drivers shift the kingpin farther back in order to make driving more tolerable.

If no other changes are made, simply moving the kingpin setting can shift as much as 907 kg (2000 lb) onto or away from the front axle.

Figure 1. Relationship between calibration drift and error in ESAL computations.
of a fully loaded heavy truck. This is a change of 10 to 15 percent in axle weight. By not accounting for these fairly common fleet changes at a specific WIM scale location, errors can be auto-calibrated into the WIM system. In fact, LTPP has confirmed several cases in which auto-calibration settings forced scales to become uncalibrated, simply because the auto-calibration setting was incorrect for a particular site.

Auto-calibration is not, in itself, a bad idea. However, before it can be used, a State must determine the following:

• Which procedure will be used.

• Whether that procedure is based on assumptions that are true for a particular site.

• How that procedure complements the limitations in the axle sensor (and sensor installation) being used.

• Whether enough test trucks are crossing the sensor during a given period to allow the calibration technique to function as intended.

Recommendations for Direct Calibration

Only direct calibration of a WIM scale after it has been installed at a site ensures that it is measuring axle weights correctly. This includes a comparison of static axle weights with axle weights that are estimated from multiple vehicle passes with more than one vehicle. For short-duration counts, calibration should be performed immediately before the start of LTPP data collection.

For longer duration counts, the scale should be calibrated initially, the traffic characteristics at that site should be recorded, and the scale’s performance should be monitored over time. The State should also perform additional, periodic on-site calibration checks (at least two per year). These steps will ensure that the data being collected for LTPP, as well as for State use, are accurate and reliable.

More information on WIM scale calibration can be found in the following documents:
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